
Core skills and representations…

Form algebraic expressions

Multiply out a single bracket Factorise into a single bracket

Multiply out single brackets and simplify the resulting expression 

Form and solve equations, 
including with brackets

Form and solve inequalities 

Star skills…

Expand double brackets

Solve equations and inequalities with unknowns on both sides

Weeks 1-4 Brackets, equations and inequalities

Maths Yr8 Spring Half Term 1 Knowledge Organiser: Algebraic Techniques

Weeks 5 Sequences

Key types of sequence…

Linear sequence Geometric sequence Fibonacci sequence

Has a common difference 
between terms

Has a common ratio 
between terms

Add together the two
previous terms

= required for 
Exceptional

Week 6 Indices

Core skill… Star skill…

Generate sequences Find the nth term rule for a linear 
sequence

Star skill…

Work with powers of powers

Core skills…

Know how to simplify additions and 
subtractions of terms with powers

Know how to simplify multiplications of 
terms

Use the addition law for multiplying 
indices



Weeks 1-4 Brackets, equations and inequalities

Maths Yr8 Spring Half Term 1 Homework: Algebraic Techniques

Week 1: 

Complete a MathsWatch* task revising some key basics of 
the laws of algebra and solving basic equations

= required for 
Exceptional

Week 2: 

Create a poster showing how to solve equations. 
Show at least 3 different representations for the 
equations (see your knowledge organiser for ideas!).

Week 4: 
Use your knowledge organiser to revise all the skills 
covered so far in Weeks 1-4, ready for a knowledge check 
next week.

*MathsWatch homeworks:
These homework tasks can be accessed from the website www.mathswatchvle.com
Before starting each task, make sure you have watched and understood the help videos linked to each question.
If you do not have internet or computer access at home, please ask your teacher for a printed copy of the task.
Username: Surname followed by first name initial and @Colfox. e.g. if your name was Indiana Jones, your username would be 
jonesi@colfox
Password: SJCA101 

Week 3: 

Complete MathsWatch* task on expanding brackets and 
solving equations with brackets

Weeks 5 Sequences

Week 6 Indices

Week 5: 

Research the Fibonacci sequence. 
Create a poster showing why it is important.

What is the Golden Ratio and how does it link to 
Fibonacci?

Week 6: 

Complete a MathsWatch* task on sequences and indices.

http://www.mathswatchvle.com/

